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ing the limitations of the biology laboratory, which could 
only accommodate 50 pupils, 30 low self-esteem pupils and 20



participate in this study. The;



Self-esteem and social adjustment tests Here administered 
before and after the intervention and the results were 
analysed statistically. The experimental group was intro
duced into the Pet Therapy progrwne which involved 'pet 
ownership', and the children assigned responsibilities for 
the welfare of their chosen animals in the laboratory for a 
duration of 9 months.

Results

The analysis of the data confirmed that the pupils' contact 
with animals significantly improved their self-esteem. This 
is particularly evident in the case of pupils with low self
esteem, the level of significance being p<0.0005; whilst in 
the case of the high self-esteem pupils the significance 
level is p<0.01. In contrast with the majority of Pet 
Therapy literature, in this investigation improvement in 
social relationships is inconclusive, although there are 
some indications that the low self-esteem pupils have bene
fited from the Pet Therapy programme.

Conclusions

Previous research indicates that self-esteem and adequate 
social adjustment of children are vital factors involved 
during the developmental years. Pet Therapy is a valuable 
intervention technique which should be further explored by
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IHTRODUCTIOH

Ho# people see themselves (their self-images) and 
what value they put upon themselves (their self
esteem) clearly are crucial in determining the 
goals which individuals set for themselves, the 
attitudes they hold, the behaviours they initiate 
and the responses they make to others. (Reid,
1981, p.179).

There has been a vast amount of research effort since the 
1940's in the area of the self-concept. Byrne (1964) 
estimated that over 2000 publications appeared between 1961 
and 1971. James (1890), the first psychologist to elaborate 
on the self-oonoept construct, viewed self-esteem as a ratio 
between actual, accomplishments and inner aspirations (in 
Burns, 1882). However, it was not until the work of Diggory 
(1866) that the particular aspect of the Self known as 
self-esteem became a common object of study (Lawrence,

Despite the large volume of research identified by Byrne 
(1984), there is still a lack of consensus regarding the 
definition and structure of the self-conoept construct, its 
correlates and the methodology for assessing self-oonoept
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Parents are the primary 'significant others' which influence 
children's salf-ooncept whilst teachers and peers become the 
eeoond most important "significant others’ (Metcalfe, 1981). 
The developing self-concept is influenced by school experi
ences. Several studies focus on classrooms as social 
settings (Burns, 1982). The attitudes and beliefs a child 
holds of himself ara vitally important in the child's rela
tionships Hith his teachers, classmates and others in his 
school and non-school environment (Levinson, 1978; Burns, 
1882). Metcalfe (1981, p.66) quotes Jersild . .it is 
reasonable to assume that for many young people school is 
second only to home as an institution which determines the 
growing individual's concept of himself, his attitudes of 
self-acceptance or self-rejection".

The application of the knowledge on self-esteem by teachers 
has an important bearing upon the behaviours of their pupils 
e.g. absenteeism \Reid, 1980), and antisocial, deviant 
behaviours, affecting a child's social adjustment and even 
eventual dropout (Raviv and Bar-Tal, 1880). Mead and Cooley 
(in Kaplan, 1985) hypothesised that a high self-esteem will 
lead to a constructive, socially desirable behaviour and 
conversely, distorted, low self esteem will lead to deviant, 
socially inadequate behaviours.

Closely linked with the above-mentioned theories of ‘signi
ficant others’ are further theories involving 'symbolic 
interactionism' and 're-inforcement' which are said to
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their outcones. This implies the necessity to improve 
self-esteem.

Many of the above-mentioned researchers have recommended 
therapeutic or compensatory programmes of some sort in their 
studies. The intervention programme for improving the 
self-esteem of slow learners (Curtis and Shaver, 1981) has 
direct bearing on the design of this present study. The 
rationale used, namely that the confidence gained by the 
students successfully accomplishing the set tasks plus the 
Positive reinforcement by 'significant others' will raise 
their self- esteem, is important to this study. It is 
similar to the rationale behind Pet Facilitated Therapy 
(Levinson, 1976). Levinson , a child psychologist, is the 
first researcher to provide detailed reports about the 
therapeutic effects of human-pet contact.

Levinson's first paper (1989) describes the way in which his 
dog became "oo-therapist" in his treatment of emotionally 
disturbed children. Levinson's work consisted largely of 
detailed case studies out of which basic principles of L’et 
Facilitated Therapy have been derived, These have formed 
the rationale for many other Pet Facilitated programmes and 
investigations (Netting, Wilson and New, 1987). Most of the 
research done in this area consisted of case studies (Beok 
and Katcher, 1964) which explain the principles behind Pet 
Facilitated Therapy, but little quantitative data of con
trolled studies has been collected (Netting ot al, 1997).



Stimulated by Levinson's wirlt and his appeal fot "rigorous 
research" (Levinson, 1978), Corson and Corson (1979b) con
ducted one of the earliest controlled studies to evaluate 
the effects of animals in an institutional setting i.e. in a 
hospital psychiatric Hard, In this experiment the patients 
acted as their own controls as they had not responded to any 
previous traditional therapeutic treatments. The results 
showed that the patients improved in their socialisation and 
self-regard. The animals acted as "social catalysts".

Professional therapists in the 1960's have oome to value 
animals as therapeutic aids in the treatment of either 
physical and/or emotional disabilities. In other words ani
mals provide physiological and/or psychological benefits 
(Brickal, 1988). In discussing the physiulogiu.-i benefits, 
Briokel (1986) describes various research prvjeots in which 
children's blood pressure and heart rate .Here monitored 
under various conditions such as reading, Hatching a blank 
wall, or watching tropical fish or a dog. Lowest blood 
pressures were recorded both in hypertensive and 
normatensivo children under those conditions involving

An example of the psychological benefits derived from 
animals is the study conducted by Polt (1985) which de
scribes how children in the Hope Centre with developmental 
disabilities developed skills, learned cooperation, and 
gained self-oonfidenu'e and self-esteem through, their daily



contact Hith a ohostn pet. A V.iVthve example is the study 
described by Ross (1933) of tins work done at the Green 
Chimneys Farm with handicapped children, aged 6-18, with 
emotional problems and learning disabilities. He describes 
how "peer tutoring", involving the farm animals, built 
self-eebean, self-confidence and a sense of responsibility. 
These programmes led to the eventual reintegration of the 
children into their schools and the resuming of their lives 
at home. In other words, there was a 'normalising' effect.

The care of pets/animals thus aids in the development of 
sound personality traits, releases tensions and anxieties 
and serves as a catalyst for human contact with others 
(Ross, 1983). These findings are confirmed by the studies 
conducted by Salomon and Comeau (1904) with autistic child
ren . Many other studies are described in the Humane Educa
tion Projects Handbook (1982), including more than 20 junior 
league projects in 16 States within the U.S.A. Specific 
sections cover animal therapy with victims of child abuse, 
Veevere (1385) concludes that it is clear that animals/pets 
play an important humanising and socialising role in human 
interactions.

A variety of animals including pets have been used in a 
diversity of situations (Briokel, 1986). This has led to 
many diiferent terms for animal therapy programmes, as 
described by HcCulloch (1986). However, an all encompassing 
term, Pet Facilitated Therapy, nas been coined and its



definltiin strebohed (Briokel, 1986). For the purposes of 
this study Pet Facilitated Therapy and !’et Therapy are used 

interchangeably.

The study conducted by Davie and Juhar- (138S) on the pre- 
adolesoent/Eiet bond analyses the factors involved in Pat 
Facilitated Therapy interventions which contribute to fche 
success of animal therapy, especially with children, Their 
study is of particular interest since it deals with the 10 
to 12 age group which is the nest impressionable group to 
respond favourably to an intervention programme, The5r 
conclusions, as well as those of Levinson (1869; 1978),
provide a framework for the hypotheses of the present

Davis and Juhaaz (1965 p.86) suggest that the " . . .  pre- 
odolesceut period provides a rloh background upon which the 
significance of pets can be examined", because it is during 
this specific stage that the individual learns feelings of 
achievement from completing tasks well. The young person 
who is able to demonstrate competence to his parents, etc., 
namely 'significant others’, by taking on the responsibility 
of pet care, oan develop a sense of pride In his/her accom
plishments (Van Leeuwen, 1981), This is positive reinforoe- 
nenfc. The child feels 'master' of the situation since the 
ability to meet the needs of a dependent creature is an 
important achievement (Guttnann, Predovio and Zemanek,
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relationships have not provided- In Caot, this animal/child 
contact can provide, in an anthropomorphic form (Vaevets, 
1985), factors whioh Burns (1882) desoribcse as the role of 
the family in the development of the child's personality .

The previously described studies on self-esteem and Pet 
Facilitated Therapy overlap in their emphasis on the impor
tance of self-esteem and making the improvement of self- 
esteem a priority. They also provide insight into how Pet 
Therapy oan be used as an intervention in a normal educa
tional setting. Lastly, these studies lend oredenoa to and 
support for the present study which investigates the effects 
of Pet Therapy on the self-esteem of primary school 
children.

Background to the Study
The researcher was head of the science department of a 
primary school from 1979 to 1983 and was involved in teach
ing biology to Standard 5 pupils. As part of ths leason, 
animals covering a wide spectrum of the syllabus to be 
studied, were introduced into the laboratory. Tbits resulted 
in a 'living' laboratory being established and the conse
quent need for animal care. Pupils were encouraged to 
choose a particular animal for which they would take respon
sibility. Thus a solsnoe olub was formed, The club func
tioned during breaks and extramurally when the pupils 
attended to the requirements of the animals.





majority of people .... would agree that our
precious 20th century youngsters will probably 
mature in a chaotic, disturbed environment. If we 
have a therapeutic tool such as the use of pets, 
it behoves us to explore and develop fully the 
possibilities of this adjunct. (Levinson, 1974,

Research Questions
The following questions are explored in this study :
1. Does Pet Facilitated Therapy as an intervention programme 

have a significant effect on improvement of the self
esteem of primary school pupils?

2. Does Pet Therapy specifically improve the self-esteem of 
pupils with low self-esteem?

3. Do pupils with high self-esteem show less improvement in 
self-esteem with Pet Therapy than pupils with low self
esteem?

4. Does Pet Therapy facilitate an improvement in a pupil's 
overall personal/social adjustment?

5. Does Pet Therapy result in improved relationships of the 
pupils with
a. peers?
b . parents?"

Research Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were examined in this study :
1 Pet Facilitated Therapy, the intervention programme, has



plexes and lacking in self-confidence. This permeates into

inability to concentrate during

social and psychological problems. (Bar-Tal, Kfi 
and Chen, I860; Reid, 1982).

, both parents being away all day,
'perhaps the breadwinner being

11



circumstances which can lead to the breakdown of vital 
parent-child relationships (tfallerstein and Kelly, 1975, 
1976; Frame, 1975). Reports of social workers indicate that 
child abuse is increasing (Die Vaderlaod, 1968). iiany of 
the factors necessary for the development of positive self
esteem appear to be lacking in the family or nuclear unit 
(Kaplan, 1985).

These problems are stressed by Levinson in several of his 
books, e.g. Pet Orientated Child Psychotherapy (1969) and 
Pet and Human Development (1372). Also Odendsal, head of 
the Onderstepoort Department of Animal/ Human Therapy, very 
clearly describes the problems of society in his paper: "The 
Role of the Pet in Rehabilitation", published in the maga
zine "Rehabilitation in S.A." (1965). The figures gathered 
by the Head of Department for Guidance in one of the North
ern Suburb schools of Johannesburg show that 15% of the 
pi", '.Is come from one-parent homes. Each year several of 
these pupils are recommended to the Transvaal Education 
Department Psychological Services for therapy. It is argued 
that if the problems are not dealt with at the primary 
school stage, they are compounded in the adolescent and 
teenage stage, which may lead to dropouts (Reid, 1982).

In this respect Pet Therapy is seen as a means or interven
tion to alleviate the emotional problems of many of these 
young people and possibly produce better all-round adjust
ment, i.e. a "normalisation" (Odendaal. 1985).
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personality (Curtis and Shaver, 1981). According to a Hu;

first empirical study to be undertaken in South Africa wh(

documented internationally. The literature survey Indicated 
that the majority of tho reaearoh in Pet Therapz has been
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7. The two instruments foe measuring self- and social4



adjustment Here administered in both pee- and poettest 
situations to the experimental, and the oonbrol groups.

8. Only those aspects of social adjustment relating to the 
pupils' relationships with their peers and their parents 
were investigated.

Definition of Terns 
Self Concept
The eelf-oonoept construct can be broadly defined as a per
son's perceptions of himself or herself (Shavelson end 
Bolus, 1982). In the present study, self-concept and self
esteem are used interchangeable and are defined as personal 
judgement or evaluation about the 'Self' which expresses an 
attitude of approval or disapproval for the individual's 
perceptions of his ability, importance and his perceived 
value to others,

Self-esteem
Coopersmith's definition (1967, p ,10) has been accepted for 
the purposes of this study. He states that self-esteem is 
the affective dimension of eelf-oonoept which indicates a 
personal judgement of the person's own worthiness by examin
ing his performance capacities and attributes. This is 
expressed in attitudes the individual holds about himself 
and about how people 'see' him. It indicates the extent to 
which the individual believes he is capable, significant,



adjustment were administered in both pee- and posttast 
situations to the experimental and the control groups.

8. Only those aspects of social adjustment relating to the 
pupils' relationships with their peers and their parents 
were investigated.

Definition of Terms 
Self Concept
The self-concept construct can be broadly defined as a per
son's perceptions of himself or herself (Shavelsen and 
Solos, 1982). In the present study, self-concept and self
esteem are used interchangeable and are defined as personal 
judgement or evaluation about the 'Self whlih expresses an 
attitude of approval or disapproval for the individual's 
perceptions of his ability, importance and his perceived 
value to others.

Self-esteem
Coopetsmith's definition (1067, p.10) has bee:; acoepted for 
the purposes of this study. He states that self-iaateec is 
the affective dimension of self-oonceet which indicates a 
personal Judgement of the person's own worthiness by examin
ing hie performance capacities and attributes This is 
expressed in attitudes the individual holds abcii himself 
and about how people 'see' him. It indicates the extent to 
which the individual believes he is capable, significant, 
successful and worthy.



Significant Others
This term refers to persons who have influence on the child 
through their ability to reduce the child's insecurity or to 
intensify it, to increase or decrease the child's helpless
ness and to promote or diminish his/her sense of worth. 
Significant others play a confirming role in defining the 
"Self. Parents are presumed to be the foremost significant 
others in the child's development (Levinson, 1974) but Inter 
teachers and peers become important (Burns, 1982) .

Symbolic Interaction
This is a model of self-concept formation derived from 
Head's (1934) formulation that symbolic meanings are learned 
by interaction with others, especially "significant others', 
(Soheirer and Kraut, 1979), and also by evaluation of one
self by these "others’. The meaning and evaluation of sym
bols, including labels applied to oneself, are learned 
during daily interaction within one's network of social 
relationships and interpretations of one's environment, e.g. 
in the nuclear family in which " intsraotionieai' takes the 
fora of positive reinforcement (Burns, 1982; Kaplan, 1985).

Positive Reinforcement
Positive Reinforcement is involved in feedback which is 
pleasant and agreeable, informing the child that he is 
competent and of worth, thus encouraging positive responses 
from the child (Burns, 1882).



Pet Facilitated Therapy
Pet Facilitated Therapy is the term first used by Levinson, 
(1967) for the use of companion animals in therapeutic sit
uations, the pet noting as a bridge between the therapist 
and the patient. Later it cane bo be used for any therapy 
involving any type of animal, whether requiring the presence 
of a therapist or using the animal as the "sole therapist" 
(Brioltel, 1866). T.n the normal classroom context the word 
therapy takes <an a different connotation. It is not therapy 
in the true sense but an i< orvention used to oorreot an 
'ill' connected with pupils' behaviour, social adjustment or 
self-esteem. In this sense it is considered as therapeutic.

Procedures
The initial phase of the research tras the identification of 
pupils having either low or high self-esteem. This was 
L'acilitated by administering a Self-Esteem Inventory to the 
pupils in Standards 3, 4 and 5, and then determining a cut
off point for low self-esteem. Also during this phase a 
letter was sent to the parents of these pupils informing 
them about the project and asking their permission for their 
children's participation.

The seobnd phase consisted cf selecting the saaip;-:s for the 
experimental and control groups;. These samples were random
ly selected from the list of positive replies jo that both 
groups contained a certain number of low and high self-
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study for psychologists (Burns, 1882), Reviews conducted by 
Hansford and Hattie (1962), and Byrne (1864), indicate that

Researchers, in their

to clarify Global Self-Concept and specific aspects such as 
Academic Self-Concept, Self-Esteem, etc. In fact, Hansford

r
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Self-Concept oonstrciot. It is with the evaluative aspect of 
the Self-Concept oonsttuot that this present study is 
concerned, namely Self-Esteem. However, it must be stressed 
that since muoh of the literature reviewed uses the terms 
self-esteem, self-concept and self-attitudes synonymously, 
these terms have been used interchangeably in this present

One faot which emerges from the self-concept studies is the 
importance of a positive self-esteem to an individual's 
successful functioning (Kaplan, 1975). Scheirer and Kraut 
(1979) state that positive self-concept should be a valued 
goal of education. The conclusions of researchers about the 
importance of self-esteem is summed up by Chapman, Silva and 
Williams (1884, p.284) with the following statement:

Research efforts strongly suggest that self- 
perceptions and conceptions are important media- 
tional influences which define for individuals 
the nature of their relationships with other 
people, the types of behaviours and tasks in 
which they will engage, the states of tensions 
they will experience, and in turn, how individuals 
will perceive themselves.

Many research studies have been concerned with the conse
quences of self-esteem or self-attitudes. For example, the 
•symbolic interaotioniets hypothesise that a positive self-



linked uith self-eonoept illustrate the ubiquity and potency

inadequate social adjustment with peers, teach:

lhapman et al, (1984); Kaviv and Bar-Tal, (1980); Haqsud, 
1983) and Fischer and Leitenberg, (1906). When taking the 
-arious correlates of low self-esteem into account, the

(1981 p.217), who
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be a central organising force in each individual's 
personality".

There is increasing concern amongst behavioural psycholo
gists, sociologists and educationalists about the conse
quences of Ion self-esteem and the need to find nays of 
ameliorating self-esteem (Soheirer and Kraut, 1979; Byrne
1984). This has led to the development of intervention and 
compensatory programmes. The Curtis and Shaver study (1981) 
has shown that it is possible to improve the self-esteem of 
slow learners through the positive reinforcements gained 
from a community-orientated intervention programme. However 
Soheirer and Kraut (1979), conducting an investigation into 
different educational interventions in a variety of settings 
and age groups, state that, although there has been vast 
federal effort within the USA in compensatory education to 
humanise public schools, their findings have raised doubts 
about the efficacy of the intervention programmes.

In view of this apparent lack of lasting success of various 
intervention programmes, several researchers are stressing 
the need for new empathetio and therapeutic interventions to 
raise children's self-esteem (Reid, 1982; Arkow, 1983), In 
order to develop those programmes, Reid (1982, p.185) argues 
that educators " . . .  must start to understand and endeavour 
to eliminate or compensate for those processes which build 
up negative identities for pupils". Thus it is important to 
'investigate and understand the underlying factors which oon-



tribute to the formation of self-esteem. Pioneer work mbs 
done by Coopersmith (1967) in His work 'The Antecedents of 
Self-Esteem' which Has later supported and expanded by Burns
(1982). It was concluded that the major determinants of the 
self-oonoept are to be found in the early and enduring 
experiences of the parent/child relationships whioh underpin 
the emotional security of the developing child. This theory 
also finds support in Erikson’s studies (1963) on the 
formation of the 'alter ego’.

In today's modern society there is a growing breakdown of 
the relationships within the nuclear family unit, which no 
longer has deep roots in the community, and maladaptive
behaviour of young people is on the increase (Levinson,
1974j Kaplan, 1965). Marital discord and divorce, with its 
consequent effects on the child, is also on the increase in 
the Western world as well as in South Africa, which has a 
society of severe stresses (Berelowitz, 1986), Increasing
economic hardships in the 1980’s, depressed socioeconomic
conditions, both with white and especially black children, 
often result in unsupportive home conditions, lack of 
communication leading to insecurity and low self-esteem 
(Hatoti, 1986). "Latch-Key" children who cone home to an 
empty house are on the increase (Phillips, 1987).

Distortions in the formative childhood learning situations 
lead the child to interpret himself as unloved, rejected, 
■neglected, unaccepted or incompetent, or as combinations of
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determining the growing child 
attitudes of acceptance or ri

esteem" (p.248)'. Reid (1982) has suggested that tihei

imaginative approach in the handling,

Furthermore Quidifoaldi, Cleminshaw, Perry and

services that can compensate for the declining support 
hone", Lawrence (1981,p.249) further argues that "Before



can attend to a child's academic achievement we must attend 
to ways of raising his self-esteem. It may be useful to 
change the child's self-concept before attempting a more 
formal teaching of skills". Educators are urged (Burns, 
1979) to devise programmes for creating a therapeutic 
climate in which children can learn to accept themselves and 
develop positive self-ooncepts.

Therefore there is a need for new empathetio, imaginative 
and therapeutic programmes, Levinson (1974) is convinced 
about the vital therapeutic role that animals play in a 
person's mental and emotional stability and his socialisa
tion. He stresses the impact of petis upon the child’s 
successful accomplishment of his many developmental tasks 
(Brikson, 1965). Levinson (1874) is of the opinion that 
educators and psychologists will have to take responsibility 
for the consequences of theic neglect if they do not fully 
explore and develop every possibility of Pet Therapy as an 
adjunct to enhancing ‘mental hygiene-.

Several researchers have investigated the importance of the 
human-pet relationship. Beck and Katoher (1963) argue that 
a pet oan provide the elements of the primary symbiotic 
relationship of the child with its mother. In other Horde, 
it ploys a type of 'surrogate role' (Voovera, 1995). Aroor- 
ding to Levinson (1980) pets oan provide partial substitutes 
for lovinS Parents, i.e.'significant others', by providing 
opportunities for giving and receiving affection which is so



(1878) posits that the child develops characteristics of

Furthermore, Levinson (1880) views pets

engendered through this ilationship

■ people feel safe, loved and worthwhile",
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that pets stimulate a love in people Hhioh is unambivalent 
and unaffected by distrust, by giving uncritical, uncondi
tional acceptance. The pet does not perceive human 
inadequacies and does not, make interpersonal demands which 
cannot be fulfilled (Levinson, 1969). "The nurturanoe of 
and companionship with a living creature can convince a 
child that life is worthwhile even under difficult circum- 
stanoes" (Levinson, 1978, p.1035).

Reviews of the studies that have been conducted on the use 
of pets in therapy situations (Arkow, 1993; HoCulloch, 1963 
Moore, 1984, and the American Humane Assooiation, 1981), 
indicate that a vast body of research has accumulated, espe
cially in the early 1980's, and is rapidly increasing. In 
fact Beok and Katoher (1983) make the comment that many 
researchers are on tho "band wagon’ and they issue the 
warning that Pet Therapy should not be seen as a "panacea 
for all ills'. This is supported by Brickel (1986).
KoCullooh (1986) states that there is no systematic compi
lation of Pet Therapy failures and stresses that much oan be 
learnt from negative results. This lack of documentation is 
very unfortunate. He summarises the possible negative 
effects of Pet Therapy. BriokeK1988) and Serpel(1988) 
disouss research studies regarding the negative potential of
pet-person relationships and question the effioaoy of Pet
Therapy. However, Brickel (1986) argues that some dramatio 
examples of negative animal-related circumstances do not 
’represent the "normal mode of pet involvement" (p.312).



Valuable research has been conducted on the uses of pets 
with positive results. The majority of this research has 
been done with the disabled, handicapped and elderly. There 
are few investigations into the usee of pets in normal 
settings such as schools and the ordinary home environment 
(Levinson, 1980), Ross <1983) states that in recent years, 
with little public or professional recognition, then* has 
been increasing use of pets and farm animals in therapy 
situations both with adults and children. Examples of this 
are treatments for the medically ill (MoCulloch, 1981), the 
emotionally disturbed (Corson and Corson, 1974, 1979a;
Doyle,1975), the physically handicapped and retarded (Polt,
1985), therapeutic equestrian programmes (Bieber, 1993; 
Odendaal, 1985), autistic children (Salomon and Comoau, 
1384), the socially maladjusted (Ross, 1983; Lee, 1979), the 
terminally ill (Musohel, 1984) and the aged (Corson and 
Corson, 1979b; Hugford and M'Comisky, 1975). In all oases 
the reported results include improved self-attitudes, social 
adjustment and self-esteem. Pet Therapy has proved to be 
most sue- oessful with children and the elderly (Beck and 
Ratoher, 1983).

Unfortunately much of this research relies on descriptive 
ease studies and anecdotal reports of situations in which 
animals have been used to alleviate human problems, 
Levinson (1989) was the first psychologist to document his 
findings of child psychotherapy using his dogs. His 
theories, although based on anthropological and sociological
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PET FACILITATED THERAPY,
a. A Brief History.
Extensive overviews by researchers such as Beck and Katiher
(1983), McCulloch (1988) and Arkow (1983) elaborate on the 
history of Pet Facilitated Therapy. They indicate that 
although there is evidence that nan's discovery of the
therapeutic value of animals goes baok many centuries, the
first deliberate attempt to use Pet Facilitated Therapy was
in the York Retreat, England in approximately 1792, for
mentally disturbed patients. In 1867 pets became part of
the treatment for epileptics at Bethal, a residential 
centre, in West Germany. In both instances a variety of
animals such as rabbits, birds, farm animals, as well as
cats and dogs, were used. Unfortunately there were no
systematic records on the effects of the animals on the

The first documented therapeutic ui 
rehabilitation of airmen in the I 
Centre, Pawling, New York which was 
'K-9' dogs were used to bring patier

3 of animals was the 
Lr Force Convalescent 
started in 1942 when 
;s out of deep depres

sion . However, Levinson (1989) pioneered the use of animal 
therapy with children by using his dog Jingles' as co
therapist. His books (1969, 1972) and research papers
(1974, 1978, 1980) provide detailed documentation of case 
studies on the roles pels played in the treatment of young 
patients and of his investigations into the dynamics of the 
’human-pet relationship, lie reported on the value of pets as



catalysts to human interaction. Besides Levinson, there 
were other earlier reports of work done in the Children's 
Psychological Hospital, Michigan, using a masoot dog, 
'Skeezer' (Yates, 1973). These reports were purely anec
dotal, based on case studies and clinical observations.

Until recently there was a dirth of empirical investigations 
into the uses of pets and the effects of the huaian-pet rela
tionship . Levinson (1972) stated that " We need highly 
imaginative and extremely rigorous research to establish the 
principles and boundaries in the use of pets in psycho
therapy" . Some of the earliest quantitative studisa using 
pets Here conducted by Corson and Corson (1974, 1979a and b) 
to evaluate the effects of their dogs in an institutional 
setting involving psychiatric patients and with the elderly 
in a nursing home.

The current interest in the potential value of animals to 
human health, physical, mental and emotional, has been 
generated to a large extent by Levinson s findings and the 
systematic investigations of the Corsons. Based on the 
findings of these researchers, aniusls have been used in a 
large variety of therapeutic sett’.ngs with children, adults 
and the elderly. Virtually hundreds of programmes through
out the world now utilise pets (MoCirllooh, 1983; Arkow, 
1%63) It is however only recently, possibly through the 
inspiration of Levinson's writings, that groups such as the 

’Humane Association <1982) have been involved in
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investigating the use of pets in ordinary situations such as 
the hone environment and schools, very often working in 
conjunction with social workers (Netting, Wilson and New,

b. The Dynamics or Underlying Principles of Pet Therapy.
The mechanism of the effects of pete on personality 
development and on mental and physical health are by no 
means clear .Davis and Juhasa, 1965). However, the various 
theories put forward by Davis and Juhasz, Veevers (1985) and 
especially by Levinson (1976) have given investigators some 
guidelines to the underlying psychological principles.

Veevers (1985) has identified three separate functions as 
extensions of a close association with pets, namely a 
projective function, a sociability function and a surrogate 
function, He argues that the projective function involves 
the extent to which pets may serve as a symbolic extension 
of the 'Self. Beck and Katoher(1983) state that children 
unconsciously view pets as extensions of themselves and 
treat their pets as they want to be treated themselves, 
whilst Rosenberg (1979) posits that, as an ego extension, 
the animal is subjectively incorporated into the preadoles- 
oent sense of the sall-Hsiage. The pet has a positive 
influence in decreasing the child's preoccupation with 
'Self', especially in times of stress (MoCulloch, 1983). 
"Pets can be all things to all people, a mirror image or 
alter ego of whatever its owner wishes to make it" (Arkow,
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ability and thus his social behaviour and his sensitivity to 
non-verbal cues in locial interaction. Hall and Richmond 
(1885) state that the ability to decode non-verbal communi
cation plays a vital role in a child's social and academic 
status and henoe his self-esteem. Levinson (1960) posits 
that children have a particular need for t a kind of non
verbal learning and emotional interaction which cooes from 
close contact with a pet, i.e. pets are a wonderful medium 
of non-verbal, body-mediated interaction. He also argues 
that this non-verbal interaction with a pet is most useful 
for the non-verbal, severely ego-disturbed ohild, as well as 
for children sadly deprived of love.

An investigation conducted by Gut.w.'.ann et al (1963) focused 
on the extent to which contact with animals in a child's 
formative years contributed to the development of his non
verbal ability. Their findings indicate that pet owners 
achieve better performance scores in non-verbal communica
tion measurements than the controls, i.e. they are better 
able to decode subtleties of human facial expressions. Also 
social interaction was assessed by measuring social behav
iour in the classroom using sociometric methods. Children 
who have pets at hune achieved statistically higher scores 
in the "passive vote'. They were cost often selected as 
confidants, companions or partners in a variety of 
situations,
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findings revealed that the subjects ranked pete Just below

them feel satisfied and good about themselves. Very ofti

many needs of the child's developing pert ility, especially
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when support is not readily available in the child 'a 
immediate environment (Levinson, 1878). The presence of a 
pet may provide a sense of continuity, for example in cases 
of separation, divorce, or in residential treatment for 
emotionally disturbed children. A pet can ease the pain of 
separation and the therapeutic milieu becomes more reality- 
orientated (Ross, 1983). SohOH&ltar (1883) states that the 
pet is often the one 'parent' that the child oan count on.

In the case of pet relationships in a normal home environ
ment, children becoming ‘parents' of a pet develop a more 
realistic view of their own parents. It is a decisive role 
reversal for a child to accept the responsibility for the 
well-being of another living creature (Guttmann et al, 1883) 
The complete acceptance from, and dependence of, a pet pro
vides the child with a sense of worth and lovability 
(McCulloch, 1983) and therefore, this pet ownership may aid 
in the development of personality traits (Levinson, 1978). 
Davis and Juhasz (1985) state that, based on the theories of 
Brikson (1959) and Rosenberg (1979) regarding the person
ality development of the preadolescent, interaction with 
pets serves a specific purpose in fostering healthy psycho
logical development, since one of the important ‘tasks' is 
the acquisition of autonomy and independenoe. This is 
satisfied by the child viewing himself as the one who is 
being depended upon rather than being dependent on, i.e. a 
form a positive reinforcement. Relating to an animal thus 
affects the development of self-concept by promoting factors



and from others, heightening the capacity
love and improving

,, 1978).

forward several hypotheses which are briefly sunned up by 
Levinson (1978). He states that the human-pet relationship 
is not stressed by the anxiety of personal inadequacy or

•itioism. By their depend:

(HcCulloch, 1981),
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o. Pet Bacililated Therapy and Children
Pet Therapy programmes for ohildren have been examined from 
two aepeobe. firstly, the uses of anio'a in special insti
tutions nid secondly, in schools.

Several investigators highlight the value of physical 
contact Kith animals. Robin and Ten Beneel (1985) stress 
the role of the pet in satisfying the child's need for 
physical contact and touching without fear of entanglements. 
They observed that touching is a highly effective means of 
reducing stress. In this connection Schowalter (1983) des
cribes hew a five year-old boy referred for psychiatric care 
had the habit of stroking his goldfish. The researcher 
observed a similar phenomenon with one of her pupils stro
king his Salamanders in the biology laboratory. Davis and 
Juhasz (1985) describe research in which children experien
ced lowered blood pressure through the act of spe.iking to 
and stroking their animals. The touching, grooming and 
playing with pets were a vital part of a therapy programme 
for ohildren with developmental disabilities in the Hope 
Centre (Pelt 1885), where interaction and responsive beha
viour was greatly enhanced. Similarly Salomon and Comeau 
(1884) reported how oontaot with hamsters reduosd anxiety 
and re-established the socialisation process of autistic 
ohildren. At the World Dolphin Foundation in Miami, 
autistic children were exposed to play sessions with the 
dolphins (Smith, 1982). The videotaped sessions revealed 
that the subjects demonstrated prolonged attention spans and



In addition to mental health, the physiological benefits of 
pets for the young have been demonstrated by experiments in

reduced anxiety in the subjects which

Messent, 1883; Katoher, Friedman, Beck and Lynch,

times by researchers, especially in view of the fact thats mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish.

study conducted by Roes (1633) in the Green Chimneys Rehabi
litation Centre. This study confirmed that the programme 
not only facilitated the, pupils' sociability but that there



was a vast improvement in self-oonfidence and self-esteem. 
He argued that a programme which required the children to 
take full responsibility for the welfare of their animals 
and to become competent 'farm guides', gave them a sense of 
mastery through completing the set tasks successfully.

Wallace and Reizenstein (1978) reported similar conclusions 
resulting from their remedial programme designed to meet the 
needs of a 12 year-old boy with a history of emotional 
withdrawal and socialisation problems. The therapy included 
involvement in the Knoxville Zoo. As a result of this 
project the boy eventually formed the Knoxville Zoological 
Club for children. Hie motivation, self-confidence, self
esteem, socialisation and even academic achievement had 
improved considerably.

In contrast to the above research studies, there are few 
documented studies which have been conducted in the normal 
school environment on the child-animal bond. Arkow (1983), 
in his review of animal therapy, reports on the activities 
of various Humane Societies in providing normal schools with 
animals, both with the aim of facilitating study and to 
monitor any other spin-offs of contaot with the animals. 
Jones (1881) mentions studies which are in progress to 
introduce curricula into schools in the United States to 
develop the human-animal bond and to investigate the psycho
logy of this bond. However, there is still little recorded 
evidence of the efficacy of such studies. Levinson (1980)
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stresses the necessity for these studies by arguing that 
schools in large urban communities are facing an unprece
dented crisis in this modern, technological age. They are 
being forced to re-evaluate their philosophy, curricula, 
methods and personnel training but, states Levinson (p.79), 

. very little of this .scrutiny has led to consideration 
of using animals for study, play or for training in respon
sibility and empathy". Odendaal (1985) argues that little 
attention has been given to to the role of animals in alle
viating behavioural and emotional problems of pupils which 
could lead to their "normalisation".

Muschel (1981) recommends that agencies, including schools, 
should give more thought to Pet Therapy programmes and that 
research should be expanded to determine the effects on 
heelthy people e.g. children in normal circunstancess. 
However Levinson (1980) and Serpel (1986) stress that there 
is opposition to the use of animals, mostly due to a lack of 
understanding. Researchers and the public need to be more 
informed. Levinson (1980) also argues that as pets are 
symbols of the rehumanising of society and are aids to the 
upgrading of the quality of life, they should at least be 
considered as a "necessary ovil" by the authorities.

One example of the use of animals in an elementary school 
environment is described by Alt (1985) in an article 'Pish 
Lab'. Aquaria were set up in various places in tht ■ icol 
by members of the science club. One of the guiding





d. Pet Facilitated Therapy in South Africa.
Professor Gdendaal at Onderstepoort is considered to be a 
pioneer in the field of research regarding the role of the 
pet in human-animal relationships in South Africa. He has 
published several papers (1981, 1985) in which he stresses
the importance of pets, not only lor therapy in special 
institutions, but for ordinary relationships in people's 
everyday environment. In addition, the ‘The Human/Animal 
Contact Study Group' are active in promoting interest in and 
bringing Pet Therapy to the attention of the professionals 
through the publication of their magazine ‘Companion', and 
through their organised seminars. For example, on the 9th. 
July 1986 the study group organised a one-day seminar during 
‘Instructs' week on this vital relationship. Several 
presentations were made - for example, one by Sister T-oskie 
of the Bloemfontein municipality on the value of pets in 
nursing homes for the elderly in South Africa, and another 
by Professor Odendaal on the "Advantages and Disadvantages 
of animals in Institutions".

An article by Heleen Coetsee (1985), a teacher in the De La 
Bat school for deaf children, was published by the Study 
Group, She describes how the presence in the classroom of 
her dog, Dassie, facilitated learning, cooperation, social 
integration, motivation, and the improvement in the attitu
des of anxious pupils. Sinoe then she has added a second 
dog, Tsjaka, to her team of ‘co-teachers'. She states that 
the use of guide dogs is well established in South Africa





behavioural oomponents. However, Coopersmith's description 
of self-esteem (1967, p.4) refers to self-esteem as the 
", . , evaluation that the individual makes with regard to
himself; it expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval 
and indicates the extent to which the individual believes 
himself to be capable, significant, successful ana worthy". 
Scheirer and Kraut (1979) state that a belief in the power 
of the self-concept is incorporated into all strands of 
psychological, sociological and educational theory whioh 
have emphasised that a person's belief about, himself will 
influence all his decisions and actions,

In the study of self-esteem there are three main reference 
points, according to Burns (1982). One of these is the con
gruence between the known self-image and the ideal self- 
image, whilst the second reference point involves the view 
of oneself being 'master' of one's actions a.id having a 
sense of competence. A third point is the internalisation 
of the judgement of 'significant others’ and society, the 
resulting self-evaluation being determined by the individ
ual's beliefs about how others evaluate him and how he 
measures up to their aspirations. This latter aspect, 
involving positive reinforcement from "significant others', 
reflects the original formulation by Mead and Cooley (In 
Suhoiror and Kraut, 1979) of the 'symbolic interaotionism" 
theory which states that meanings are learnt by interaction 
with others.
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Shovelson and Bolus (1082, p.3) sum up the discussion on 
self-esteem by stating that . , a person's perception:; of 
himself are formed through his experience with and interpre
tations of his environment and are influenced by reinforoe-

butions of his own behaviour". Therefore parents play the 
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(2863) argues that at a stage, which he define# as 'Industry 
versus Inferiority', covering the 9 to 12 year age group, 
self-oonospb seems less stable. During this stage the child 
turns outwards from his family towards his peers and new 
adult figures. If this developmental conflict is to be suc
cessfully resolved, the child's precarious equilibrium, 
which depends on continuity and stability, must not be 
upset, If disruptions ooour, these children are more at 
risk in resolving issues of identity during adolescence 
(Chapman et al, 1984). Failure in 9 to 12 year-olds to 
resolve negative personality traits mentioned earlier may 
result in the development of a diffuse idenf / and an 
inability to satisfactorily establish and maintain adult 
relationships (EriliBou, 1863). This age group therefore 
presents ideal subjects for the intended investigation of 
tho effects of Pet Thorapy on self-esteem, socialisation of 
pupils and increased parental interest.

Burns (1982) stresses tlm deleterious affects of low self
esteem on a person’s ability to interact harmoniously and 
warmly with others and argues that changes in attitudes to 
others oan only oome about through changes in attitudes to 
oneself. Lawrence (1983) proposes the need for therapeutic 
programmes which investigate methods by which a uhild oan 
gain a feeling of doing somnthing useful and, in so doing, 
obtain recognition from 'significant othevn' and improved 
nooial interaction, This proposal is supported by the 
findings of Ross (1983) and Wallace and Reiannstein (1978),
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The size of the sample for the experimental group had to be

i. The samples for the experimental .

Adjustment Inventory - RPAI, revised by Jeffrey (:
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The CSEI was selected as it is a well-tried instrument, 
originally designed for use with primary school pupils 
(Reid, 1982; Hall end Richmond, 1985), It has been used in
several education programmes, mentioned by Curtis and Shaver
(1981), to measure self-esteem. The CSEI (form A), as shown 
in the Appendix, is composed of 56 items to be rated as 
"like me - unlike me", Eight items, however, comprise the 
"lie scale" and are not added into the total score for
assessing self-esteem. In responding to these items the
pupil provides information about his or her perceptions of 
self-worth froo several aspects, for example with regard to 
the general self, academic self, and the social self which 
includes relationships nith pears, with parents in the home, 
and with teachers at school (Coopersmith and Silverman,

Several authors in the literature surveyed caution against 
drawing conclusions about the relationship between self
esteem and academic aohie'-einent (Gibbs and Norwich, 1985; 
Lawrence, 1931). Several researchers have questioned the 
vulidity of existing self-concept instruments, including the 
CSEI for measuring Academic Self-Concept (ASC) and attitudes 
to Academic Achievement (AA) e.g. Chapman, Silva snd 
Williams (1984). Gibbs and Norwich (1985) state that only 
three of the ifcens in the entire CSEI refer to effective 
reactions to school attainment. Researchers have also 
argued that AA has a stronger relationship with ASC than 
with n global eelf-ooncept or self-esteem (Calsyn, 1973;



Gibbs and Norwich, 1985). This is, however, incidental to 
the purpose of the present study which is to determine the 
effect of close contact of pupils with animals, i.e. Pet 
Therapy, on the improvement of self-esteem and social 
relationships of these pupils.

The GSEI has been well tested for validity and reliability 
by several researchers. Coopersmith (1987, p.10), for exam
ple , describes test/retest reliability after a 5 week 
interval of 0.88 and after a year interval of 0.70, whilst 
Weiner <197'., in Curtis and Shaver, 1981) calculated a 
reliability estimate of 0.79 using analysis of varianoe 
procedures. Curtis and Shaver (1981, p.219), using the CSEI 
in their study, quote date to support its construct and 
concurrent validity, as well as positive correlations 
between the CSEI and the Teachers Behaviour Rating Scale 
(Coopersmith, 1967). They mention researchers reporting 
coefficients of internal consistency ranging from 0.80 to
0.91 and test/retest correlation coefficients ranging from
0.70 to 0.88. Curtis and Shaver (1961) calculated a 
test/retest reliability ooeffioient of 0.79 in their own

A shortened version of the CSEI developed by Lee (1971), has 
been used by several researchers e.g. Reid (1982), with 
significant results, especially on the affeotive aspects of 
self-concept, In addition, Gibbs and Norwich (1985, p.79) 
have presented data in support of the CSEI satisfactorily
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The reliability of the Revised RPAI was investigated b: 
Jeffrey (1984) by measuring the correspondence betweer

of relationship existed, i.e.

ilidity of the Revised Rial, Juirrey (1984,

As a form of t.riangulation, the sub-soales developed by 
Driver (1977), adapted from the Coopersmith SEI, enabled the
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adjustment. These sub-soalej l’a'-e been Buooessfully used by 
Lewis of Reading University in rvscnroh projects oonducted 
by his students e.g. Daniel (1988). A standardised scoring 
key was devised for each sub-scale. This was based on the 
most pob.ivive response the subject oould make to each item. 
Two points were awarded to each item. Thus the total score 
on the eub-soale relating to parents is 18 and to peers is 
14. Details of the sub-coales are presented in the Appen-

A summary of the data collected from both the experimental 
and the control groups, by the use of the measures described 
above, is as followsi pre and post scores of low and high 
self-esteem, overall social adjustment scores and finally 
scores indisatirg the relationship difficulties of pupils, 
firstly with their families, and secondly with their peers.

Research Design
A quasi-experimental research design was employed to study 
the effects of Pet Therapy within the normal school environ
ment. According to Cohen and Hanion (1980), quasi-experi- 
mental design in most often used for empirical studies 
conducted in educational settings. It differs from true 
experimental designs in that the groups employed in the 
studio." are selected by means other than total randomisa
tion . In the oase of this study the subjects were "self- 
selected" (Kerlinger, 1970) and then categorised into two



groups with low and high self-esteem, based on the criteria 
set for identification,

This investigation approximates the conditions of true 
experimental rigor in a setting which does not allow the 
control and/or the manipulation of '11 relevant variables 
(Isaac and Michael, 1983). It is a "compromise" design 
(Kerlinger, 1870) and ba'rnoe must be achieved between the 
internal and external validity. Given these limitations, 
partial control in the present study has been achieved by 
scientific selection procedures whenever possible.

This type of design is applicable in 'real life' situations 
where field and operational studies are feasible (Mauoh and 
Birch, 1883). The type of quasi-experimental design in this 
study is the Equivalent Group design (Campbell and Stanley, 
1863) for which the experimental and control groups were 
matched on the self-esteem variable for the total group, 
although the sice of the categories, namely low and high 
self-esteem for eaoh of the experimental and control groups, 
was different. Pre- and posttests were administered to both 
groups and the experimental group was exposed to Pet 
Therapy, the treatment (X), and the effects of the treatment 
were observed, measured and then compared with the control 
group which did not have any exposure to the treatment. In 
other words, the independent variable, i.e. Pet Therapy, was 
given to the experimental group and the dependent variables, 
namely self-esteem, social adjustment and relationships with
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Analysis of the Results
1. Means and Standard Deviations of the pre- and posttest 

scores of both the Experimental and the Control groups 
calculated on the data obtained from the following:
a. the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (CSEI) giving 

overall self-esteem soores.
b. the Revised RPAI giving overall personal / social 

adjustment scores.
c, the RPAI sub-soales showing difficulties in relation

ships with regard to:-
i. Parents ii. Peers

d , the CSEI sub-soales devised by Driver, showing self- 
attitudes relating to:-

i, Parents ii. Peers
2. T-tests, carried out on each set of data, and the 

associated levels of signifioanoe.
3. A comparison of the Means and Standard Deviations of the

scores obtained by the sub-soales of the two instruments,
namely the CSEI and the RPAI regarding parents and peers. 
Also, as a form of triangulation, a comparison of the 
levels of significance, assessed by t-tests carried out 
on the scores from the above instruments.

4. An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) conducted on the
variables of age and sex of both the Experimental and the
Control group.
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The scores are analysed for levels of significance by at 
ing ordinary b-tests and matched pairs t-tests. Levels

The results of these t-tests are displayed in i 
tables. The following abbreviations have been used:
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ith period. In other words, the experimental group has

Self-esteem of the EXPERIMENTAL group (CSE1)

Self-esteem of the CONTROL group (C8BI)

that the there was no significant difference between the 
experimental and the control groups at the pretest stage.



This indicates that the researcher was working with equiva
lent groups in the area of self-esteem at the beginning of 
the experiment, The control group appears to have made a 
significant improvement in self-esteem over the 9 month 
period (p<0.05) which oan possibly be attributed to extra
neous influences such as maturation, improved relationships 
and so on. However, the more highly significant value of 
ptO.OOOS and the larger average improvement of 4.20 of the 
experimental group (Table 1) versus 1.38 of the control 
group (Table 2), confirm that the improvement in the 
self-esteem of these pupils was as a result of the 
treatment, namely the Pet Facilitated Therapy programme.

♦Thus it is possible to reject the Hull Hypothesis ll̂ l and 
conclude that Pet Facilitated Therapy has a significant 
effect on the improvement of self-esteem of primtry school

b. Self-esteem of the low S.B. sample
The second research question to be explored is:
Does Pet Therapy specifically improve the self-esteem of 
pupils with low self-esteem?

H02 = Pet Therapy does not significantly improve tha 
self-esteem of pupils with low solf-oeteem.
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*Tlius it is possible to reject tbo Hull Hypothesis, HQ2 and 
conclude that Pot Facilitated Therapy has a significant 
offset of the improvement of self-esteem of Ion self-esteem

o. Self-esteem of the high S.B. sample
The third research question to be explored is:
Do pupils with high self-estoem show less improvement in 
self-esteem with Pet Therapy than pupils with Ion self
esteem?

Ei03 : Pupils with high self-esteem do not show lees
improvement thun pupils with low self-esteem.

To answer the question posed, line c of Tables 1 and 2 must
be examined as well as Tablr* 5, giving the levels of
significance derived from the t-tests.

Levels of significance of self-esteem for 
HIGH SELF-ESTEEM sample

Sample test t p

E.v.C pre.v.pre 0,528 non-significant
E.v.E pre.v.pos 2.679 0.01
G.v.C pre.v.pos 0.680 non-slgnifioant

It can be observed from line o of Tables 1 and 2, in compar
ing the mean differences of ths high self-esteem st.vles of 
the experimental and control groups, that there is a much 
smaller variation than was the oase with the low t.elf-esteem 
samples. The experimental group have gained 2.40 points









the experimental group (p<0.10). The latter value of p for 
the experimental group does not fall within the parameters 
set for rejecting the null hypothesis.

has been influenced by the low improvement of the high i 
esteem sample, 0,55 points, as shown in Table 6, wherea: 
low self-esteem sample has improved by 1,28 points.

itrol group has ,f -0.14 (Table 7).

t r





improvement: in the overall social adjustment

Does Pet Therapy result in improved relationships of pupil:

li05a : Pet Therapy does not result in improved relationships

To investigate the research hypothesi:

'W

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (Rogers PAD



Z "



It appears from the above results that, when the Rogers 
Inventory is broken down into its smaller sub-eoales, the

>r that there has been some inadequacy in the administration 
if the test. This assumption is supported when the results 
if the sub-acale for peers on the Coopersnith Inventory are

I



examined. Tables 15 and 16 display the means and standard 
deviations of the experimental and control groups, whilst 
Tables 17 and IB give the levels of signifioanoe.

Table 15
Social Adjustment in Relation to PEERS of the 

EXPERIMENTAL group (Coopersnith SEI)
Sample Mean

(Pre-T)
10.46 2.96
10.60 2.79
10.30 3.28

Table 16
stment i to PEERS of the

CONTROL group (Coopersmith SEI)
Sample Mean S.D.

e-T)
10.32 2.75
9.07 2.56

High S.E. 12.20 1.02

Although there is little difference in the mean difference 
scores between the experimental and control group high self
esteem samples, there is an appreciable difference between 
the low self-esteem samples, The experimental group have 
gained 1,87 points compared with 0,44 points gained by the 
control group. This is further illustrated by the levels of 
signifioanoe (Tables 17 and 18), in whioh the experimental 
group low self-esteem sample has a level of signifioanoe of 
P<0.005, whilst there is a non-nignifioant difference in the 
results of the oontrol group. Of some interest is that the 
high self-esteem sample of the experimental group made no 
significant improvement in adjustment to peers' scores and



respectively. This should be subjected to further testing.

the relationships of pupils fco their peers 
is scores obtained by the Oooperssiith SEI.

above support the hypothesis that close contact 
the Pet Therapy programme of thisof pupils with pets

significant only



Boos Pet Therapy improve

ilts obtained from the Coopersiaith sub-scalo

EXPERIMENTAL group (Rogers PAI)
Sample



CONTROL group (Rogers Pfil)

The control group shoue

'ig-

inproveoent of relationships with parents.

Levels of .Significance of Adjustment to PARENTS of the 
EXPERIMENTAL group (pre.v.pusl on Rogers PAI

significant
significant



Levels of Significance of Adjustment to PARENTS of the 
CONTROL group (pre.v.poe) on Rogers PAI

Sample df t p

Total 49 0.4590 non-significant
Low S.B. 29 0,4068 non-significant
High S.E. 19 0.2035 non-signifioant

The effects ef Pet Therapy is more clearly illustrated by 
examining the results obtained from the Coopersnith Inven
tory in Tables 23-28 and comparing them against the above 
results from the Rogers Inventory,

Table 23
Social Adjustment in Relation to PARENTS of the 

EXPERIMENTAL group (Coopersmith SEI)
Sample N Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

(Pre-T) (Pos-T) Diff,
Total SO 11.20 3.18 12.20 3.71 1.00
Low S.E. 30 11.13 3.35 12.80 3.43 1.87
High S.E. 20 11.30 2.99 11.30 4.01 0.00

Table 24
Social Adjustment in relation to PARENTS of the 

CONTROL group (Coopersmith SEI)
Sample N Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

(Pre-T) (Pos-T) Diff.
Total 50 10.80 3.45 10.48 4.31 -0.32
Low S.B. 30 9.53 3.47 9.33 4.25 -0.20
High S.B. 20 12.70 2.45 12.20 3.89 -0.50

A cursory examination of the mean differences in Tables 23 
and 24 confirm the majority of the results obtained from the 
Rogers Inventory, with the exception of the low self-esteem 
sample of the experimental group which has made gain of 1.67 
points. T-teste reveal that this gain is significant at the



level of p<0.01 (Table 25). In addition, the experimental 
group as a whole gained 1.00 points against the loss of 0.32 
points in the control group. This gain is significant at 
the level of p<0.05 (Table 25). The values of p for the 
control group sample (Table 26), as well as the high 
self-esteem sample of the experimental group (Table 27), are 
non-significant. It appears that once again the Coopersmith 
Inventory is more sensitive than the Rogers Inventory when 
it is broken down into its sub-goal . Pet Therapy has only 
had an effect on the low self-esteem pupils taking part in 
the experiment.

Table 25
Levels of Significance of Adjustment to PARENTS of the 

EXPERIMENTAL group (pre.v.pcs) on Coups':smith
Sample df t p

Total 49 1 6854 0.05
Low S.E. 29 2.6792 0.01
High S.E. 19 0.00 non-significant

Table 26
Levels of signifioance of Adjustment to PARENTS of the 

CONTROL group (pre.v.pos) on Coopersmith
Sample df t p

Total 48 0.6410 non-significant
Low S.E. 29 0.3811 non-significant
High S.E. 19 0.5262 non-significant

* It is possible to reject the Null Hypothesis, H 5b only so 
far as the low self-esteem pupils are concerned and conclude 
that Pet Therapy facilitates the improvement c ' relation
ships of low self-esteem pupils with their parents.





insufficient agreement between the results of the sub-scales 
of the two instruments, namely fchs Rogers PAI and the 
Coopersmith SBI. For example, in the investigation on the 
relationship with peers, the Rogers PAI showed the high 
self-esteem pupils to have made significant improvement and 
the low self-esteem pupils to have made very little 
improvement, whilst Coopersmith SBI results indicated 
opposite results, However, since the low self-esteem pupils 
scored at a highly significant level of p<0.005 on 
Goopersnith, it is possible to conclude that the evidence 
indicates that Pet Therapy has facilitated improved 
relationships with peers for the low self-esteem pupils, but 
that evidence Tor the high selfesteem pupils is 
Inconclusive.

It must be noted that there is greater agreement between the 
two instruments in the measurement of relationships with 
parents. Based on these results it is possible to state 
that Pet Therapy has a beneficial effect on these relation
ships for the Ion self-esteem pupils, but according to the 
analysis of the findings, it has not had any effect on the



SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AMD RBCONMBHDATIOHS

This chapter presents a summary of the study and discusses 
important aonolusions derived from the research. It also 
offers recommendations for further research and the Imple
mentation of Pet Therapy into the school curriculum.

SUMMARY
Previous research has shown the importance of self-esteem in 
the successful functioning of children of all ages. Low 
self-esteem has been linked to many problems in young people 
including deviant behaviour, depression, anxiety, pessimism, 
inability to interact successfully with peers and teachers, 
external locus of control, poor academic achievement and 
even persistent absenteeism. For example. Chapman (1984) 
states that the self-concept is a nedlational influence 
which dictates the nature ot an individual’s relationships 
and the typ&s of behaviours and tasks in which he will

Researchers have stressed that it is imperative that new 
ways should be explored to improve self-esteem since many of 
the standard and tried methods have had only limited suc
cess. The proponents of Pet Therapy have produced evidence 
of the efficacy of contact with animals in the building of 
self-esteem, effecting "normalisation" and bringing about 
: ,proved socialisation, especially of children and the



subjective data gathered from anecdotal reports and obser
vations of oase studies. More recently, according to 
Husehel (1984), several empirical studies have been conduc
ted which confirm the findings of the earlier reports.

The majority of evidence for the efficacy of Pet Therapy 
comes from research conducted with the elderly, the mentally 
and physically retarded, and the emotionally and medically 
ill. However, HoCulloch (1986) states that animals are part 
of the normal child and family development and experience. 
Therefore Pet Therapy should not be exclusively identified 
with the handicapped.

There is a certain urgency about finding the tools with 
which to give children more stability. An ever increasing 
number of children oome from homes in which there ie child 
abuse, unrealistic expectations by parents, poor socio
economic conditions, or distressful family relationships, 
possibly resulting from separation or divorce, The latter 
factor is stressed by the results of the Berelowitz (1986) 
and the Fisoher and Leitenberg (1886) studies which rein
force the notion tint family stress has the potential to 
interrupt a child's normal developmental progress and affect 
social relationships. These children are at risk and at a 
disadvantage in the normal school system. Thus Briokel 
(1988) states that we are obligated to pursue all thera
peutic avenues of potential benefit.



Many researchers have stressed that the responsibility lies 
Hith educators to endeavour to restore some balance and 
security into children’s lives. Teachers, together with the 
school's psyohologioal services, need to explore every 
avenue open to then. Researchers who believe in Pet Therapy 
claim that daily contact with an animal that is dependr .t on 
the child's care, can have a beneficial effect on that child 
and provide the child with those elements essential to his 
psyohologioal and emotional development, Previous research 
suoh as the Robin and ten Sense! study (1985), indicates 
that contact with animals facilitates the acquisition of 
basic trust and self-esteem, a sense of responsibility and 
competence, feelings of empathy towards o’-heis, serving as a 
bridge towa-ds relationships with other oh.’ldren, and an 
achievement of autonomy. An ideal place to have this con
tact with animals is within the school environment under 
controlled, supervised oonditions.

The goal of the present study was to determine the effect of 
close contact with animals, namely Pet Therapy, within the 
milieu of a normal primary school environment, on the self
esteem, social adjustment and personal relationships of 
children between the ages of (I and 12 years. The choice of 
this age-group is supported by Davis and Juhass (1985), who 
state that the pet-ohild relationship is tailored for the 
needs of the preadolesoent. This investigation introduced a 
Pet Therapy intervention programme through the school 
soienoe club.



The levels of self- 
lasured by means of

(1063)

i following: Firstly,

school pupils in this particular sample. This was
eepeoially evident with pupils of low self-esteem, there

; of p<0.0005. Although the i

. pcQ.05 set for rejeotii
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(1987),





Levinson (1964) abates that when an animal is the "sole 
therapeutic agent", the nature and int&nsitjr of the 'owners' 
relationship with the aninal wi31 determine its therapeutic 
effect. This is very difficult to control within a school 
environment whare there are many unknown variables and few 
reference points for the research, due to the lack of 
theoretical framework (Netting et al, 1986),

Finally, it is considered that because of the relatively 
small sizes of the sub-samples of the experimental and 
control groups, it would be inappropriate to generalise the 
findings to wider populations, A further Influencing factor 
may be that the sample was made up of children from the 
higher socioeconomic strata of the South African society.

In conclusion, Briokel (1988) summarises the problems with 
Pet Therapy as follows: that • the finding of positive but 
non-significant trends in the studies of pet "ownership" 
saercs to reflect the complexity cf the person-pet bond and 
indicates that meaningful variables have not yet been 
satisfactorily identified or isolated. Therefore this 
study, as with most studies, requires replication.

RBCOHHEHDATIOHS
Pet Therapy should not ba oons’idered as a “psnaofla for ali 
ills". This precise is equally applied to the sohool 
situatin where some children nay not. respond to Pet 
Therapy. However, successes with Pet Therapy outweigh the 
negative results that have been obtained. The



i k " ,  namely pupils who are
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It is recommended that future researchers involved in Pet 
Therapy should continue to investigate the primary school 
child. Previous research indicates that self-concept 
disruption and depression tendencies most frequently occur 
in early adolescence between the the ages of 9 to 12 years. 
These children are at risk in resolving issues of identity. 
Therefore active intervention is required in order to deal 
with inadequate self-concept and its emotional correlates, 
and thus prevent wasted potential.

Furthermore, in order to present a more comprehensive and 
holistic picture rf the effect of the intervention pro
gramme, there is a need to gather information from the 
teachers and parents as well. This is important since 
teachers" and parents' perceptions regarding their children 
nay not be congruent with the children's perceptions. 
Previous research indicates that children's involvement with 
animals improved relationships with parents, as parental 
interest was engendered. Thus parental interest needs to be 
assessed.

Finally, the following recommendations are put forward far 
future research:
Firstly, investigations should be conducted to determine 
whether improved self-esteem, as a result of Pet Therapy, is 
correlated with academic achievement of pupils.
Secondly, the effect of the intervention technique on the 
improvement of self-esteem and social relations of



exceptional children, who are not motivated or achieving 
their full potential, should be investigated,
Thirdly, a longitudinal study should be designed to document 
the lasting effects of the intervention programme by tracing 
the primary school pupils, who have been exposed to the Pet 
Therapy programme, into the high school.
Finally, a feasibility study and cost analysis of the Pet 
Therapy programme should be conducted, and its logistics, 
labour and time, relative to other forms of extramural 
activity, should be assessed.

f
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APPENDIX



Inventory

Form C





Coopersmith (1867) did not Include a standardised scoring 
key for hiis queutionnaire therefore Daniels (198 ) and her

(197?) from the 58 items

For the purposeu of kills preeent study only the items 
tini? to relationships with parents and peers mere scoi
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Rogers Personal 
Adjustment Inventory:

Revised

Patric ia  Jeffrey

NFER-NELSON
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?** put a crass ( X ' 1

toDutacr0Ss(X>lnt

- v  

. ' 1 ;

Only.

Do you want to be like her?

2 Fiona likes to road. Sho has read all Die faiiy slories and girl adventure books

i you like her?





9 Anna la the beal liked gW In the claoa.

Are you like her?
Do you wont to bo like her?

10 Laura baa more boy friends than any of tlie other girls. 

Are you likelier? | Ye;
Do you want 10 be like her? ' ' f^es

11 Margaret Is pretty poor at her school work, even though she works very

Are you ilka her?
Do you want to be like tier?

12 Jackie doesn't want to do what her mum and dad tell her. She knows she Is 
old enough to decide things tor herself.

Are you Hka her?
Do you want to bo like her?

Ruth has more pocket money than the other girls.

Are you like her?
Do you wanl to bo like tier?



14 Pat Hkea to nit by heraelf and Imagine tiibigs. ilhii thinks this to iriudi mtsra 
fun than playing real games.

Areyoullkn her?
Do you want lo bo like hor?

15 Caro)Is Dio cleverest girl In tha clans 

Am you like her?
Do you waiM to be like hoi ?

.16 Julia quarrels % lot with the other people1 in hor family, no matter how herd 
she tries not to.

ire you like her? [Yes T ~f No~~l
Do you wnnl to tie like liei? jYes | | No |

Think of all these girls.

Which one would your mum like best? Write her name here.

Which ono would your dad like best? Write hor name here.





7 f)o you want to U- .irown up?
1.3 l|ii£icuiVlwa!i tobetKGwn up. 

f  J J  1 w o u l i .1 l i k i i  I n  h o  y t o w n  u p .
13  I  d o n ' t  w a n e  i )  t i u  g r o w n  up. I like II a s  I a m  w # j  n o w .
|  3  I  w o u l d  l i n e  i » - s l  o f  n i l  t o  b u  a  l e w  y e a r s  y o u n g e r  I l i a n  1  a m  n o w .

, n ilowwelldovouh mum.inddAdlikeyou’?
| ]  lar.iihtioni UioyiekHbeseofaK

i..l They don't mum io Ww me very mufth al all
1.3 Thoy l|l<B 0,1 '»'■ pec|j!u m my lamiiy heiu.-r than mo 1 

13  They like mi ayiaui claiil

9 Which ilo you btiaf?
I J  T o  g o  o i l  h y  y o u r a e l l  u n t l p l o y  o r  r e a d .
| ‘ 7 1  T  o  p l a y  w i t h  o n s  o r  i w o  oilmr c i i i l d r u n  
| 'J To p l a y  w i l l i n w h o i u  c r o w d  o l  c h i l d r e n .

ie) Do you like tohuvo someone else toll yau how to do thinos? 
Q  Hike It.
Q  I d o n ' t  c o i c
|  J  I w o u l d  r a i l i u r  i l o  t h i n g s  m y  o i y h  w a y  
L ,  I  h a t f b b e i n r i  m M  w h e i i  ( o  d i r .



[~ j Sometlmeu 

Q  Very olten

14 Do you hay's any good friends?
Q  None al all
Q  A lew good rnendR.
Q  Many Irlends.

|.J HiHKiMkJg&Jlhem.
15 Do you IlKc Io gut Into rongti games, chasing, running around or things UHi>

Q  / Uko firom very munh.
Q  I Mid Ihem/ilinie.
□  Idon'lllke llioni.

' * 1 I  h,ito pnopli! being rough with me

oorjf]



K, Do people treol the other people In your family better than they treat you''
□  Never

f"J Sometimes. ' gf

[".I Ollen. 

n  Almost always.

t V Do you want people to like you?
[ J  I jual can'l stand II it people don't Ilka me.

□  I always try very hard to make people like me.

Q  I don't cairj very rr.uch, but I'm ylad when people like me.

Q  1 don't care a bll whothei people like me or not.

in Whrit rloyour intim and dad wuni y to do when you are grown up?
Q  They want me lo tie a tirea! person and do flrent inings that people win talk

(7) they wuni mo lo be onn ol Ihe mosi Impurlanl people in Ihe town 1 live In.

[31 They wani me lo bo a happy, ordinary po,son with a good job.

Q  They nonT wanl me lo grow up.

Hi Do boys or girls like you best?

f. ]  The girts llkome boiler lhan the boys do.

□  1 tie boys like me bolter lhan the girls do.

[[.] I am well liked by both boys and girls.

(31 I um nol wfltl liked by either boys or girls.

?.n When do you think you have the most fun In life?
3 J  When you arc a young child.

Q  When yon are between 9 and 13 yenrsold.

(33 Whan you are bolwnen 14 and 25 years old 

( 3 1  Alloi you are 26 yntus ok!



Boy's Booklet
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Suppose you ooukl have |ug( 3 a i the wishao below, whteh woiJd you want to 
coma Hue? Put a cross (S O  in tite bones next to the 3 you chrxwe.

Rend (he whole fist l/irough beloi'h you make any mark. 4.

to be bioget and atroncjer than I am now.

lo gel on Dnltei with mum and tied,

to have; more money to spend.

to bo g'wm  up and gut awaytiom home.

Suppose you were going away to live on a desert island and could only take 3 
people with you. Write here the names of the 3 people you would choose. If 
you cannot think of anybody leave the spaces blank.



Plead the sentences below and answer me questions that go with them 

If the answer is Yes put a cross ( X ) in ihe Yes box like this

If Ihe answer Is No pul a cross In the No box llliti this IVesl 

if the answer Is not Yos or No hut somewhere in between,
Yes | JXT  ['No 1pul a cross (%)ln Iho empty box like this

Only use fhc middle box if you reftlly cannot say Yes or No. 

Remember to answer both parts of each question.

1 Peter Is a big, strong boy who can beat any of the other boys i

Are you like him?
Do you want 10 be like'him?

2 Ueorge likes to read, Ho has read an the books 
spacemen and soldiers

Arc you like him?
Do you want to be like him?

Ian Is the best football player In the class.
Arc you like him?
Do you want in be like him?

' •{
I



No
Yob No

Y » NO
Y„ NO

Y«
Y» NO

c onn



Do you'



14 Jim Hkoa to sit by WimwK anti bnagine things, ito thinks tltia is much more fun 
iban playing roal games,

Are you like him? Yos No"]
Dn you want to bu like him? : Yes • No r

15 Bob Is Hie clcvai'est boy si thf» daao. 

Am you like him')
Do you want lo bu Ilka him? [ Ytis | No ]

16 Fred quarrels a lot with !ho other people In hlK lemily, no matter how hard hm 
iriosncl lo.

Are you like him? [~ Yes ]~ ~ T ^ 0 ~l
noyouwanitobelikeliirn? f  Yea T | I

fhlnk of til these boys.

Which one wnu/d /nuf mum Be i>esi? Wilte his name here.

Which one would your dad like best? Write his name here.



itoflri lha (jussuona'bolow and put a cross ( ^ )  In the box noxt to lli<i Him 
••.'hich In moot like you.

i Mow many frlonas wouldyou Hke to have?
□  None.

Q  A few gciod (rionris.

[  'I  Many friends.

you play football and cricket? 

ytheso soils of games nt all. 

a IIIIIb bit.

f]

n
n
ii

up, what son ot person do you want to ho?

« person and do /jraal Ihiiys Dial people will talk aboui 

the most impm lanl people in the town I live In. 

py, onlinaiy person, wkh n good lol).

;i Do you like to play games with other boys and girls'? 

Q  I don't, biieauiae I can't play gamma very wall. 

i ! j  They don't want mo lo play with tlwin, Nis.ise I can'i 

[ " ]  Ihkolor-loygemma

:: OOUI'J
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Do you want to he grown up?

O  i just ttin'l ASil to be grown up.

i my (artiily boiler tl«n me.

. elr.o tell you how to do things?

171 Iwouklmlhurtioihmgsm/c 

j  J IhsUibeinn fold what h  do.

I



11 How do you foul wtien aomeone In youi1 famRy to told they Im v s dniic 
snmotl ling very well'#
Q  I feel proudotthern,

□  I wish I could do belter ihan Ihey havo done

Q  I don't like to noaril.

Q  l hale lo havo lh»m do bettur Hian I cun da.

i;i Are you good looking?

Q  I'mnolftiiillgciod-lPoking.

Q  I'm not vc-y qonci looking.

□  I'm as good-lookl.ig us 'nosl boys.

Q  Peopto aBY i/tui I'm very good-tooklfig.

n  I)i) olher child, en piny nasty tricks oix you? 

G  Never.
Q  Somelirnas 

L'J Vvr/ nilon.

id Do you have any oood friends? 
C J None Rt all.

□  A Irw goocJ Irlentlfi.

[ . " ]  M a n y l r i c u l s  
Q  Hundrods<iltlium

IS Do you like logollnlo rough games, chasing, righting or things like lliat? 

[" ]  I like thorn very much.

[J ! Mkti Ihijfr,) lillJe 

Q  I don't like ihom 
Q  I halo |)go|;la being rougri with mo

aonn



1C Do people treat the other poopte In your family batter than they brent you?
["] Never.
[.3  Somolimes. '

D  Olton. 

n  Almost always.

17 Po you want people to 8ke you?
C ) l lust cin'l stunri It II people rlon't IlkH me.

[ " ]  1 always iiyvoiy hard to maKQ people IH<e> mo.

l don't cam vory much, but I'm glad when p«oplo illce me. 

f "] i don't caro a uit whether people like me or not

iil Whol do your mum and dad went you to do wlion you tire grown up?
[ ' ]  They want mu to be a great person and do great things that people win la'i;

[  J  Ttioy went mu to be one of (fie moat imfjortani (Mople In lht> town I live In.

[  J  They weM n i o  t c  b e  a  h a p p y ,  o r d i n a r y  p e r s o n  w l i h  a  g o o d  f o b .
[ ]  Theydon'twuntmetogiuwup.

1£i Do boys or girls iliio you best?
[ ]  The boys like me belter Ilian thn g i r t s  do.

( 1 he girts like me bettor then the boys do. '

I 3  I a m  well l i l < o t )  b y  b o t h  b o y s  a n d  girls.

| ]  I am not wall l*od by either boys or glits.

20 When do you think you have tffemoet Urn In fl/e?
[ J  When y o u  a m  a  y o u n g  c h i l d .

Whriii ynu ai<! beiweon 6 nnd is  years old.

| 7) Whonyou au1 hotwflfin H an d25yearsofd.

I "J Alter you ere years old
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Montrose Primary School

This le'-ter is prompted by a report of 
value of hontrose1a science laboratory

;ropolitan people show that there

opportunity

•ity in this
shrinking world with its growing polluti'
Clearly the practical "hands on" experiei
caring for and —   —   ■-
greater learning iIts than simple expost

noted, when referring
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were particularly keenly involve 
animals, I am convinced that eve

earth. It is a pity th&t all oi
understanding



MONTROSE'S SCIENCE LABORATORY

Many child psycologists have put much emphasis on the 
environment in which children are expected to learn. It ha.; 
been proved too that children learn best in an environment 
where they are able to observe ana act on things.
The learning environment that has been created at Montrose 
Primary School is a learning environment that I, together 
with other psycologists feel children will learn best in. I 
have been so deeply impressed with the way this laboratory 
is run and the involvement of all the children. I have met 
pupils that have expressed such detailed knowledge on 
creatures that they have been able to observe daily, care 
for and study up on.
This science Laboratory has made children aware of a great 
number of creatures that are seldom seen in nature by the 
city child. Here in the laboratory the children have 
created es cloae to each animals' natural environment as 
possible, and care for them on a daily basis.
The tilings that impressed me most about this laboratory 
were, firstly the inborn conservation idea that .̂ach child 
had. 1 most certainly believe that this is because the 
child is brought up to see that a snake or a spider has as 
much right to live as does a bird or a mouse. Each child 
that I met in the Lab had an attitude of "what can I do to 
help this animal," (no matter the kind).
Secondly, the knowledge that the children have about the 
creatures could only be instilled by observation, feeding 
and caring for. The warmth I felt in this environment was 
somet!lag quite different and most certainly rare. There 
always seemed to be a buzz of excitement, whether the 
seahorse was having babies or whether there was a new 
addition to the laboratory.
Words cannot express what is taking place here in this 
environment. It is something that you must see for yourself 
co understand and appreciate it.

Karin Pe Groot

8UTO-AFRIKAAMPE POUSH;



26th November 1994

105 Boundary Lane
ParkmoreSANDTON

Tel: 783-4088

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

I would personally like to recommend that student teachers 
at Training College’s or Universities throughout the country 
are encouraged to start up 1 Science Laboratories’ at their 
respective Junior or High Schools when they become 
qualified. The tremendous interest that is achieved by the 
children involved in a task, taxing care, feeding, playing 
and most of all loving their helpless animal or mammal. It 
teachers them responsibility and gives them great 
satisfaction. In later years they can be part of the 
community of preserving the wild life of the world and not 
destroying them.
It would be a great achievement if the Educational 
Department made this type of Laboratory a part of the 
school curriculum.

S. Slater-Varlev

"iuK-ni'v-.'- pouoje
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11 November 1984

"Agua Brava "
11 Shandqn May 
Parkmore Ext 
SANDTON

My son, Jonty Braun joined the Science Lab. at Montrose 
School, 4 years ago. Since that time I have had the 
pleasure of watchir... him change from a H.tle guy who didn't 
quite know what he wanted to do with his free time into a 
confident, happy younster who has a very definite purpose in

School, should be more than just an establishment: where a 
child learns the 3'rs and the Science Lab at Montrose offers 
more than just that.
My son's responsibility in the Lab is mainly to look after 3 
chameleons. It is a comniiCment that he made and he has 
never regretted it. He has a feeling of contentment once 
his creatures have had their food at School Break and he 
tries to organise his weekend arrangements do suit "feeding 
time" at the Lab. This has moulded him into a very 
rflsponsible person, for he feels letting the animals down is 
letting himself down. This hobby of his has now given him a 
wonderful insight into the habits, etc., of the various 
animals and he is now a fundi on the subject of Chameleons. 
There can only be a few, if any Labs in the Tvl. where 
chameleons have survived the seasons.
Not all younsters excel at Sport and yet they want to know, 
that they are doing thair bit for their School - here once 
again the Science Lab plays an important role.
In Sociology, we learn that it is the youngster who is not 
accepted into a group - i.e. the outsider who is prone to 
delinquency therefore it is important tLat he fits into one 
little: circle of society and what better group could you 
find than this, in a number of responsible, knowledgeable 
younsters, who are aware that others are dependent on them 
tor food, water and care. I'm sure when seeing their fellow 
members 10 years from now they will have many interesting 
memories of when they were members of Montrose Science

[su}p-AFn'MftMae pougg.
Lana Braun

AB8AAX
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Mr J W Bayliss 
76 The Trails 
Linden Street 
SANDTON

J Bergeaen 
12 12th Street 
PARKMORE

Dear Jeanette
Paul finished primary school 3 years ago, I now feel it is 
time to let you know the effect of working in your sci.mce 
laboratory had on him. He was prior to joining your science 
laboratory at the primary school, a lonely immature small 
boy. He became interested in spiders and scorpions through 
your tuition and also a responsible youngster, as I think 
you saw by him happily going up on Chrlitmas day etc. to 
feed .'11 the animals.
He got his family interested i.e. his mother used to g,o out 
on trips with him to collect spiders and scorpions as well 
as after he went to boarding school insisting on keeping 
certain of his collection as pets.
This interest has continued, even after leaving primary 
school and now aa a young man coming towards the end of 
standard 6 he still has spiders and scorpions which he keeps 
at boarding school not unfortunately at home. I am certain 
that once his high-school career is completed he will 
probably continue the study of spiders and scorpions 
(biology) as a future career. Me at home will then again be 
knee-deep in his coilection.
I wish to place on record to you, that the science 
laboratory that you tan at Montrose Primary School can only 
broaden childrens outlook and make them interested in the 
Ecology of this country. It also opens avenues of interest 
which they would not normally have access to.
Congratulations or 
Yours faithfully

J W BAYLISS

. job very well done.

poiism
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(Curtis and Shaver, 2861> hi

(Levinson, 1978), ihild psychologist, is the

itudies out of which basio prinoiplee of

other Pet Facilitated prograi 
I, Wilson and Mew, 1887). Mos

little quantitative data of o 
collected (Matting et el, 2907).



research" (Levinson, 1978), Corson and Corson (1979b)

the effects of animals in an institutional setting i.e. in a 
hospital psychiatric Hard. In this experiment the patients

previous traditional therapeutic treatments. The

6.1s provide physiological and/or psychological benefits

example of the psychological benefits derived from 
.mala is the study conducted by Polt (1985) which de- 
•ibes how children in the Hope Centre with developmental

ilf-eeteem through their daily
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26. My piieim '.ifeot loo much oF mt.
27. I 1 hemtyonerknow.
26- 1 l i lt  M bt cilled un u. tins,29. tunibittendmyiclf.
30. It'i pietly lough toW m«.
31. Thing! tic nil mtocd up tn iny Ufa.
32. KkUniuillyfolkw my ideal.
33. Ncnnc piyi iiludi ?o men home.
34. J nevei get scolded.
35- i'm not doing »i well In ichool ai I'd like to 
361 loHKiikeupniy mind and iikktefL17. I really den'ilfrke being » hoy— glil,
36- ! hnye a low opinion id myiclF,
39. I don't hke tchewuh othet people.
40. There ete m»oy thnei when I'd like 10 leave homo,
41. 1'ra nr.vet ihy.
42. I  ollec feel uptet in rehool. .
43. 1 olifn (eel idumcd of mytell
44. I'm not tt nice looking ai most people
45. If I have tanicthing la «y, I unitlly uy It.
46 Kldiplek on me very often.
47. My patents undmiland me
46. 1 alwayi tell the Itulh.
49. My teachet makes me feel I'm not good enough.
50. I don't m m  wliat happens to me.
51. I'm»failure,
52. 1 gel itpiet easily when Fm tcoldetl.
53. Most people ere hetlet liked than f am,
54. 1 uttially feel a.» t! my pin nil etc pushing me.
55. 1 always bow what r  ley to pnopla,
5l 1 often get discouraged hi scliool,
57. fhingi uiually don't bothet me.

, 50. i uin'l he dttpeoded on.
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